Use the flashcode to
see a demonstration
video of the MX TM 8
on your smartphone.
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Without doubt the best suction cleaner
for cleaning performance X-treme .
Patented
In n o vati o n S
Powerful suction
turbine with
2 propellers

The MX TM 8 suction cleaner benefits from mechanical suction
technology, for methodical and thorough cleaning. A powerful
turbine, complemented with two propellers guarantees
boosted suction power.
The tracked wheels ensure enhanced stability and coverage.
Thanks to the combination of these 2 elements, your cleaner will
bring you unprecedented suction cleaner performance.

RESULT: the MX TM 8 adapts to all types of pools and offers
X-treme cleaning performance.

SUCTION CLEANER

Why opt for
the MXTM 8 suction cleaner?
The MX TM 8 features an innovative pre-programmed steering system —the X-drive—
that automatically changes the direction of the cleaner. This ensures that the cleaner
will methodically cover all areas of your pool, regardless of its shape and type of
pool floor. Main drain, lights, safety ledge... Thanks to its notched tracked wheels
system it can cope with any obstacles it may encounter.
The MX TM 8 also features a powerful suction turbine where efficiency is boosted
thanks to two propellers which draw the debris in towards the unit’s cleaning span.
These exclusive Zodiac® innovations, combined with the cleaner’s wide suctioning
mouth, ensures that more debris is suctioned with each pass.

Intent on satisfying consumers’ needs, Zodiac has developed the MX 8, a new
suction cleaner that easily cleans all areas of the pool.
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85%

suction cleaner owner’s
convinced by the "easy to use"
argument.

Satisfaction survey 2007 with 150 owners
of ZODIAC® suction-powered cleaners

Coverage performance
Based on the new MX platform, the MX TM 8 suction cleaner benefits from Zodiac®’s latest technological innovations.

X-drive Steering
System
cleans all areas

"Notched tracks" drive system
for perfect stability under all
circumstances. Agile, it copes with
obstacles: main drain, lights, steps…

Simple and reliable
Connect it directly to the vacuum point or to a skimmer, it’s always ready for action! The care taken in selecting high quality
materials and in the design of the unit ensures exceptional life expectancy.

User friendly:
one-click access to the motor
and it has an integrated handle
for carrying
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• For in-ground pools up to
12 x 6 m
• All shapes and types of pool
floors

• Cleans bottom and walls
• Recommended pump power:
¾ hp

www.zodiac-poolcare.com

Patented Twist Lock hoses:
no loss in suction power thanks
to watertight hose connections
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